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Abstract

Violence in healthcare is a prominent global concern. To prevent violence it is necessary to have an organized plan of action against violence. It is vital to learn where violence originates and then to develop an organized interventional plan to prevent violence. This article analyzes the origins [causes and risk factors] of violence and delineates the process and development of an evidence based violence prevention plan designed to negate violence risk factors and prevent violence. Specific techniques are presented for prevention and de-escalation of aggression to prevent violence. Strategies are determined for development and implementation of effective violence prevention plan utilizing holistic evidence based interventions to prevent/reduce healthcare violence for a safe and therapeutic environment for everyone.

Implications for practice are strategies for best practice in safety and violence prevention. Environmental, patient and caregiver interventions for prevention of aggression and violence in healthcare facilities is delineated as well as psychosocial management of aggressive behavior for safety in the healthcare environment. An effective violence prevention educational plan is presented for holistic applications for decreasing healthcare violence promoting mental health, wellness and recovery.
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Introduction

Violence in mental health facilities is a prominent global healthcare concern. The World Health Organization (WHO) in 2002 recognized violence as a global health priority with significant health, social and economic consequences. Anger, aggression and violence are everywhere. Violence permeates every aspect of our culture, including mental health care organizations [1]. It is estimated that 50 percent of healthcare workers will encounter violence at least once in their careers [2]. Employees in mental health facilities face violence very often [3]. It is estimated that every year one in four mental health nurses suffers a disabling injury from patient violence [4]. An essential safety strategy for violence prevention is the development and implementation of an organized violence prevention plan for mental health care facilities. A violence prevention plan decreases violence and assists to maintain a safe and therapeutic environment for everyone. This article describes the process of the development of an evidence based violence prevention plan with interventional strategies effective to prevent/reduce violence in mental health facilities. The violence prevention plan developed is based on violence origins [causes] and prevention of violence, focusing interventional strategies to prevent the phenomenon of violence in mental health facilities promoting safety, health, wellness and optimal recovery outcomes.

Background

To prevent violence it is necessary to learn where violence originates and determine if violence is natural to the human species. There are many theories on the origins of violence in human culture. History tells us that human life in centuries past was nasty, violent, brutish and short. It has been proposed that life in ancient times was not always harsh and violent. Demeo published substantial proof that our ancestors were peaceful, non-violent and far more social than they are today. Demeo’s proposed that climate change around 4000 BC brought hardship, famine, starvation and migrations which forced humans into violent social patterns over competition for scarce resources for basic survival. These oppressive ecological conditions brought deprivation causing conflict, warfare, and violence to first appear among the ancient peoples. Violence is not natural to the human species [5]. Violence does not arise from the human character. Violence is an aberrant form of behavior for all the human species. History teaches us that many times violence originates from unmet basic human needs for survival. In primate studies it is also noted that both violence and peaceful behavior can be learned [6,7].

Violence is defined as an outburst of physical force that abuses, injures or harms another individual or object [8]. The concepts of violence can exist in a continuum. Littrell & Littrell proposed that a linear progression or continuum may better conceptualize the various components of violence. Appropriate organized healthcare response to the phenomenon of violence requires recognition that violence originates from multiple causes. There is robust evidence that the cause of violence is associated with patient risk factors, environmental risk factors, caregiver [nursing and mental health staff] risk factors and that in most cases violence is predictable [9].

Method

The process of developing an evidence based violence prevention plan begins with researching each of the violence cause risk groups of patient, environment and caregiver for risk factors associated with the violence as well as researching effective strategies to negate each
violation risk factor and prevent violence [10]. Extensive research was completed utilizing multiple data bases such as PubMed and CINAHL from years 1989 to 2014. The research identified definitive risks for violence [2]. The research base contained iAfter each group’s risk factors is identified then educational strategies and an interventional plan is developed from best practice to reduce/eliminate each risk for violence.

Patient violence risk factors

Literature review on patient risk factors for violence indicates there are primary groups of patient factors that are associated with increased risk of violence. The first high risk group for violence are those individuals with a diagnosis of psychosis such as schizophrenia or bipolar disorder [11]. The second high risk group for violence is organic patients with neurological or medical disorders such as brain injury, dementia, organic brain syndrome, alcohol or drug intoxication, infections, delirium or degenerative diseases of brain. The last high risk group for violence is personality disorders such as borderline personality disorders known for poor impulse control [12].

Mental instability in the individual increases the risk of directed violence toward others. Indicators for primary motivation for violence include 1) disordered impulse control, 2) psychopathy and 3) symptoms of psychosis [4]. The presence of delusions or command hallucinations with violent content is an indicator of greatly increased risk of violence in that individual. Belonging to a demographic group with an increased prevalence of violence such as young and male also increases the violence risk [13,14].

Patient risk factors that present consistent risk for impending violence include committing a recent act of violence. Violent people tend to be repeaters of violence with over 77 percent of inpatient violence perpetrated by individuals with a history of violent assault. The majority of inpatient violence is associated with a primary diagnosis of schizophrenia 62.6% and Bipolar Disorder 24.6% [15,16].

Patient risk factors for violence include an agitated state with anger or disorganized thought processes. If the patient has a detailed or planned threat for violence the risk for a violent act by that individual is increased [11,17]. If the individual has an available means for inflicting injury such as ownership of a weapon he/she is more at risk to use that weapon to commit a violent act. Carrying objects that may be used as weapons such as a chair are an indicator of increased risk of violence with that object.

Indicators of increased risk of violence include progressive psychomotor agitation, irritability and paranoid symptoms. Substance abuse and/or withdrawal symptoms can trigger aggression in inpatients. Overcrowding, frustration and boredom can cause aggression toward others [18]. Medication toxicity or allergic reactions to medications can cause excited delirium and agitated/aggressive states that may result in violent behavior toward others [19].

Environmental violence risk factors

Environmental risk factors may contribute substantially to the risk of violence. Research suggests that environmental factors such as levels of stimulation can affect the risk for violence. Environment factors such as excessive external stimuli such as noise or physical activity is associated with violent behavior. An environment that is devoid of therapeutic groups and activities contributes to boredom and increased risk of episodes of violence. Environment factors such as the unpredictable behavior of other patients in the environment may increase the risk of inpatient violence. Changing environments such as during remodeling, renovation or construction during may increase risk of violence of inpatients [13].

Environmental risks may include limited space due to shared rooms and lack of privacy [20]. A major contributing environmental factor is lack of unit structure and a predictable schedule. The most common times for inpatient violence are at meal times when patients have eating utensils and during shift change when the least amount of staff are available on the units. The environmental factors of an influx of new admissions especially male and involuntary patients poses an increased risk factor of violence. Lack of autonomy such as a locked door and involuntary admission, or being prevented from leaving the hospital is a major indicator of increased risk of inpatient violence [21,22].

Caregiver violence risk factors

Evidence based research on caregiver violence risk factors indicates caregiver characteristics greatly contribute to the risk factors for inpatient violence. The educational level of the caregiver staff member impacts risk of encountering violence. Staff members that attend education on violence prevention reduce their risk of becoming a victim of violence [15]. It is noted that the higher the educational level of the nurse, the lower the risk for encountering violence. Nurse aides and nursing students have the highest risk for encountering physical violence and physical assault.

The caregivers work experience effect the risk of a violent encounter. Skills and experience play a critical role in violence prevention. Newly hired nursing and mental health staff encounter more violence than seasoned staff. Unfamiliarity of staff with the patient and the venue of care increase the risk of a violent encounter. A lack of flexibility and rigidity of adhering to routines may trigger violence and assaults [4]. Assaults frequently occur while staff members are administering medications or placing a patient in a restraint.

Caregiver attitude and skill impact violence risk. Increased episodes of inpatient violence correlate with caregiver ineffective therapeutic communication skills, detached, aloof or a superior manner. The caregiver inability to listen and lack of training in aggression management increase violence risk [23]. Caregivers that are less available to patients both physically and emotionally such as those not being available to listen are more apt to encounter violence.

Caregiver and patient interaction styles that factors affect violence risk are many. They include caregivers that initiate power struggles and/or are very emotional such as speaking in a loud tone of voice, anxious or over-reacting to situations [14]. Caregivers that place too many demands on a patient at one time may cause the patient to feel powerless and increases the risk of aggression and violence in that individual.

Analysis

The violence prevention plan is developed in a three domain framework of patient, environment and caregiver. The violence risk factors were delineated and separated by each domain. After the risk factors were divided the violence prevention interventional strategies were also separated by patient, environment and caregiver. Each risk factor was then paired with the most effective interventions to negate
each violence risk factor. The educational interventions were then structured into an interventional framework that formed the violence prevention educational plan. The completed violence prevention plan is listed in Appendix 5. The educational program was then implemented as an organized plan to reduce inpatient violence.

Patient factors admission risk assessment for safety

To address patient risk factors for violence it is necessary to understand and acknowledge that violence is a common reason for psychiatric evaluation and admission to a mental health facility. Over 10% - 40% of mental health admissions are admitted to address aggression and violence issues [24,25]. Many patients arrive to medical and mental health facilities with existing aggression and violence issues as reasons for admission to mental health facilities. Clinicians should understand the causes, as well as risk factors of violence and initiate early intervention on admission to prevent violence. Research indicates violence prevention begins the first day a patient is admitted with an effective risk assessment [26-28].

Strong clinical admission assessment is one of the most vital interventions to prevent healthcare violence [25]. It is imperative that an efficient violence prevention plan include a risk assessment on admission as a critical part of a comprehensive mental health assessment. Violence prevention includes professionals routinely assess, document and monitor dynamic risk factors for violence [29]. An admission risk assessment based on Joint Commission recommendations is listed in Appendix 1. Risk assessments increase staff awareness and safety to anticipate and potentially prevent aggression and violence [30]. It is important to include risk factors for assault and violence in the initial evaluation of the patient and ongoing [30]. Vital assessment as seen in Appendix 2 identifies the situations which trigger a patient’s violent response. The admission assessment on violence triggers (Appendix 2) assists in identifying precursors to violence that may be diminished or eliminated from the environment to prevent episodes of violence or self harm until the patient becomes emotional stable [31].

An effective admission assessment includes a de-escalation assessment completed on admission as a critical part of a comprehensive mental health assessment [29,32]. An example of a de-escalation assessment is seen in Appendix 3. The purpose of the de-escalation interventions (Appendix 3) assessment is to obtain vital information from the patient on personal preferences for interventions that are most effective in calming when agitated or depressed to prevent harming behaviors. It is important to integrate all the assessment factors into the treatment plan.

Caregiver factors de-escalation training for violence prevention

Evidence based research indicates that early intervention and de-escalation training of mental health professionals greatly reduces the risk of healthcare violence [31,33]. De-escalation is defined as the art of calming an individual utilizing therapeutic communication techniques and interventions that will diffuse an agitated state [14]. Appendix 4 lists therapeutic de-escalation techniques to reduce/eliminate agitated states and prevent violence greatly reduces the risk of violence. Early intervention for violence prevention

Research indicates that early identification of escalating behaviors and immediate intervention including early intervention and de-escalation training as part of a violence prevention educational program will greatly impact in violence reduction. De-escalation techniques listed in Appendix 4 include encouraging verbalization such as asking “what is upsetting you?” or “tell me how it started?”, “What were the precipitating events?” These open-ended questions encourage verbalization of anger instead of acting out the anger by physical aggression toward others. Talking with staff, family or friends will assist in calming the individual and reduce the risk of violence [31,33,34]. These therapeutic interventions can effectively diffuse an agitated state.

Violence may begin from a calm state then escalate to anxious, agitated, aggressive and then violent behavior. Research indicates it is imperative that early assessment and de-escalation interventions be implemented quickly to break the aggression cycle and prevent violence [11]. Training of all mental health staff in de-escalation techniques is critical to prevent inpatient violence. Implementation of a mental health learning needs assessment is beneficial in ascertaining healthcare staff safety knowledge deficits and to develop de-escalation educational training to meet these educational needs.

To prevent violence it is necessary to intervene and defuse the situation before the patient gets to the point of loss of all self-control. Adequate acuity based unit staffing is important as staff need to be available to intervene early with de-escalation interventions to prevent violence. It is vital that healthcare staff intervene at the first sign that a client is escalating [35]. Decrease environmental stimulation if possible and move the agitated individual to a calmer place [sensory or comfort room if available]. Acknowledge, validate and encourage the individual to discuss his/her feelings. Educate the individual on stress management techniques [36]. Focus on elements of treatment plan to prevent violence, eg. de-escalation, prn medication, special observation one-to-one, and coping skills development [37]. If these least restrictive alternatives fail the last resort for violence prevention is seclusion or application of a physical restraint per hospital policy.

Caregiver factors minimizing personal risk

The literature review indicates that staff education and training in interpersonal skills is effective for improving safety and violence prevention. Education and training programs in communication skills of empathy, listening, and low expressed emotion to role model calmness greatly reduces the risk of patient violence [38]. One of the best interventions for preventing violence is for mental health staff to attend and participate in education focused on violence prevention [techniques both physical and verbal] to create a positive therapeutic alliance to develop rapport as well as prevent violence. Education on maintaining reliability and consistency in therapeutic care improves safety and outcomes of care [14,15,21]. Provide staff with clinical supervision to review interactions with patients such as debriefing after acting out events and to review techniques as well as strategies to prevent future violence.

As a healthcare professional interacting with patients daily it is important to implement strategies to decrease personal risk for encountering violent behavior. For safety utilize nonthreatening body language such as opening the hands to expose the palms. Respect the patient’s personal space and boundaries by keeping an adequate personal space when interacting [12,39]. Avoid standing closely or
over (within reach) of an angry agitated or threatening patient. Healthcare staff should position themselves so they have immediate access to the door of the room in case there is a need to leave room quickly to obtain assistance. Choosing to leave the door open while conversing with a patient is important for personal safety. For safety always know where your colleagues are in the environment. Remember to never become isolated with an agitated person.

It is important to avoid personal hazards such as long hair. Hair worn short or in a bun is safer than long hair. It is safer to avoid wearing clothing with potential for harm such as dangle earings, scarves, neck ties, heavy necklaces and to avoid wearing a stethoscope around the neck [40,41].

Environmental factors changing healthcare culture

Research suggests that hospital environments affect patient behavior in either a positive or negative manner. To prevent inpatient violence it is important to address environmental considerations [42]. Promotion of a healing environment with therapeutic activities and surroundings benefit in reducing episodes of violence. It is important to reduce and mitigate risk during times of transition. It is vital for staff to be available for therapeutic intervention and de-escalation even during shift change [14]. The staggering of nursing staff shift schedules is an important environmental intervention to prevent gaps of care during shift changes. It is important that staff be available for therapeutic intervention and de-escalation even during shift changes. It is beneficial to schedule activities on weekends, evenings and during shift changes. Create comforting and calming physical environments [42]. Encourage staff to increase time staff spent on the unit observing, assessing and interacting with patients to encourage therapeutic rapport and prevent violence.

Environmental factors improving milieu structure

Environmental interventions for violence prevention include development of a unit culture that provides meaningful and predictable unit activities. Implementing psycho-education groups and coping with symptoms groups to aid in the recovery process. Unit activities and groups with structure and schedules posted and given to patients as well as consistency in rules and staff roles are beneficial [43]. Identify incentives foroptimal improvement. Promote peer advocates as mentors and facilitators of patient centered care [44]. Have consistency in staff implementation of therapies and unit organization. Maximize therapeutic group activities to include all patients if possible. Plan a conflict resolution group to voice and air issues before open conflict erupts. Introduce an anger management group to assist in self control of aggressive impulsive behavior. An exercise group is beneficial to release endorphins which are the bodies natural calming hormones to restore homeostasis.

Environmental factors safety in milieu control

The contraband hazardous item search is important to maintain a safe therapeutic milieu for the patient and everyone [45]. All patients and their belongings are searched for hazardous items when entering an inpatient mental health unit [58]. A very careful head to toe body pat search and a metal detector scan is completed by mental health staff in most mental health facilities for prevention of dangerous items entering the unit for safety.

Violence and assaults are more common in high traffic or high patient density areas. It is critical to avoid large numbers of patients congregating without staff control such as in lines for medication, showers, or telephone access [31]. Control patient access to high risk areas where staff enter/leave or traffic through the unit. Debrief after violence episodes to learn techniques to prevent future violence.

Music and television content affect the level of acuity of the treatment milieu. It is important to have television programs that are therapeutic. Monitor, control and avoid violent television programs. Relaxation music is beneficial for reducing anxiety and promoting a calming milieu.

Environmental factors psychosocial management of aggression

One of the most vital interventions for management of aggression to prevent violence is direct communication between patient, provider and staff. Utilizing clear open communication can resolve misunderstandings before it becomes a behavioral issue [26]. Be an advocate for the patient and available for communication to talk out issues before they become a behavior problem.

It is important the patient be able to correctly interpret communication. Minimize any sensory deficits by providing eyeglasses and a hearing aid [20,39]. Always individualize the treatment plan to focus on each patients pertinent needs. Emphasize the patient strengths and the hope of recovery. Collaborate with patients in treatment planning. Be flexible with creative treatment combinations to promote holistic healing and violence prevention.

Results

The application of the violence prevention plan includes holistic interventions for the patient, environment and caregiver to substantially decrease inpatient violence. The suggested violence prevention plan when implemented in an inpatient mental health setting over a nine month period of time resulted in a substantial reduction of inpatient violence rates by 100%. When fully implemented the violence prevention plan effectively reduced inpatient violence rates to zero for the first time in nearly a decade. The program and training had an additional advantage of also eliminating restraint use and resulted in a restraint free facility.

Discussion

The violence prevention plan suggested and listed in Appendix 5 addresses the critical areas of violence origins for effective strategies to prevent violence in mental health facilities for safe holistic care. A violence prevention plan addressing the holistic risk factor domains of patient, caregiver, and environment are very effective as an organized method to reduce/prevent healthcare violence. The violence prevention plan suggested is a comprehensive therapeutic program educating and implementing best practice in violence prevention for a safe healthcare environment.

The disadvantage of the violence prevention plan is that it implements comprehensive change. The complete implantation time of the plan was 9 months of tiered education and training in violence techniques as well as environmental changes. The plan introduced effective patient assessment as well as healthcare staff and patient education. Environmental changes are extensive to create a caring and healing environment for recovery oriented care. The nursing and mental health staff education suggested for violence prevention is in-depth and requires educational time off the units for training.
The major advantage of the violence prevention program is it empowers holistic applications for safety. Healthcare violence has more than one point of origin. Holistic applications utilizing the framework of patient, environment and caregiver comprehensively addresses the multiple origins of violence for effective interventions and strategies to prevent/reduce healthcare violence.

**Conclusion**

Violence in mental health facilities is preventable with early assessment and interventional strategies for safety. Violence prevention educational plans targeting the causes of inpatient violence will greatly improve safety for patients, staff and all individuals in the therapeutic mental health care environment. Safety is improved with holistic application of interventions focused on the patient, caregiver and environmental risk factors to prevent violence. Holistic applications for violence prevention will greatly benefit everyone and is truly the future of safe mental health care. Implementation of a violence prevention plan will improve care and provide a safe therapeutic mental health environment for everyone. Research is needed into advanced application of violence prevention plans into all healthcare environments. The violence prevention plan is versatile, improves safety, and can provide optimal recovery outcomes, improving the lives of vulnerable populations promoting health, wellness, and recovery.
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